1. PRODUCT SUMMARY

The Primex Verge P3000 WiFi transparent Media Distribution Enclosure for structured wiring brings reliability when managing today's inside cable system requirements. Its flexible design provides a convenient and centralized location for easy installation and distribution of multi-play services within residential and commercial premises.

2. PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

Inside H 30”/W: 14”/D: 3.5”

3. FEATURES & BENEFITS

- One convenient and centralized location for easy installation and distribution of multi-play services.
- WiFi transparent plastic delivers up to 15 times more wireless signal strength than metal alternatives.
- Eliminate interference with equipment such as a router’s wireless signal with ABS polymer construction.
- Easy installation and transportation with the lightweight design.
- Easier cable routing and entry with twelve 1” entry/exit ports and two 1/4” knockouts.
- Increase flexibility of installation with a mounting hole pattern.
- Assure safety and durability with UL safety standard compliance, ABS flame retardant polymer.
- These enclosures should not be installed in a fire rated wall as they are not fire rated.